
 
 
 
 

Planning Matters Report for the FRA 2021 AGM 
 
The report summarises the status of the broad range of Planning related matters that the 
FRA seeks to monitor and represent the concerns, interests and aspirations of Fetcham’s 
residents. 
 
Lead FRA contacts:  
 

• Richard Bradfield – Planning Applications & Policy 

• Martin David – Highways   

• Patrick Bisgood – Open Spaces 

• Betty Williams – Trees  
   
PLANNING APPLICATIONS & POLICY. 
  
Buildings development within Fetcham continues to be monitored by the FRA.  
 
During the past year (Apr 2020 – Mar 2021) there have been some 197 (240 during 2019/20) 
Planning Applications published for consideration by MVDC’s Planning Department for sites 
within Fetcham. Of this total, 57 (66 during 2019/20) were specifically applications to 
manage, reduce or fell trees subject to TPO’s (Tree Protection Orders).   
 
These headline numbers suggest that the pandemic did little to reduce the appetite for   
proposed property development within Fetcham. 
During this time, some 162 applications were Granted (153 during 2019/20), 47 Refused (22 
during 2019/20) and interestingly 11 were Withdrawn (9 during 2019/20) by applicants 
before decisions had been delivered.  
Since mid 2019; the incidence of Withdrawn applications appears to be increasing, as has 
been the number of applications being Refused. From my observations, the discontinuation 
by MVDC’s Planning Department of their ‘Pre-Application Advice Service’ may be resulting 
in more applications failing to address fundamental planning issues. A brief conversation 
with a Planning Officer, before Application Registration fees are paid, might well avoid many 
ill-conceived proposals taking up much more Planning Department resource and time. It is 
intended to make this point to the Planning Department. 
 
Most, if not all approved applications during the past 12 months have been to develop sites 
for single or ‘two for one’ dwellings.  
Notable ‘failed’ applications relate to No1 Cobham Road where 9 residential units have been 
proposed. To date, two applications have been submitted, both refused and the first refusal 
also Dismissed upon Appeal. 
Where considered appropriate and upon invitation, the FRA have supported objectors to 
developments during the year. Not always successfully, but representations about 
applications submitted by the FRA do carry some additional weight; particularly in 
challenging the more subjective aspects of designs and their local impact. Guidance can 
also be provided to objectors in focusing upon relevant technical rather than emotional 
aspects of their objections. 
 



There have been an increasing number of incidents where neighbours to developments 
report apparent deviations, either from the approved plan itself or conditions imposed upon 
their approval. Such issues may only become evident during construction work, or worse, 
only upon completion. We have concerns about the timeliness and effectiveness of 
responses by the Planning Enforcement Officers to complaints made. We are aware of two 
such live cases at present. The FRA is actively involved in one and we are grateful that our 
District Councillors are also actively engaging with the Planning Department in both cases. 
 
Having submitted the FRA’s representations about the Mole Valley Local Plan proposals 
during 2020, the anticipated publication in June of the final proposals are awaited with 
interest and some remaining concern.  
 
The long running saga of the redevelopment of the Tudor Motors site continues. In the past 
year, progress to resolve outstanding legal undertakings has been painfully slow; 
exacerbated by the pandemic. The FRA did receive assurances from the developers, 
Stonegate Homes, that they had been instructed by the site owners, Littleworth Properties, 
to proceed with managing the building out of the approved plans. This has at least removed, 
for now, the risk of further delays had the site been simply sold on with planning permission 
or a new developer brought in who might have sought fresh approval for a different 
development of the site. The latest update we have is that Stonegate Homes are currently 
“waiting on Thames Water regarding the sewer diversion”. Their additional comment that 
“everything is going slow at the moment”, certainly suggest a partial blockage of some kind!      
 
Full listings of all current Planning Applications with Fetcham are maintained on our Website, 
with direct links to their full details on MVDC’s website. Summary lists of applications that 
are either just newly published, or remain open to comment, are also displayed in our 
Noticeboard outside Sainsbury. The list, as well as all posters displayed in that Noticeboard, 
can also be viewed on the FRA website’s “On-line Noticeboard.  
 
HIGHWAYS 
 
Throughout the year, we had been pressing our County Councillors for resurfacing works 
where urgently needed; and they in turn have been lobbying Surrey Highways for action. 
The improvements to The Street and more recently Hawks Hill roads are greatly welcomed. 
 
However, the decision-making process for what repair work to our roads and footpaths is 
done where and when, remains a dark art.  
Consequentially, the FRA is drawing up a Highways Strategy for 2021/22.  
Its aim is to promote and support the highway network for Fetcham and the surrounds to 

provide a safe, pleasant and convenient means of travel whether by motor vehicle, cycle 

or foot. The document will set out the FRAs’ highway objectives and priorities and 

demonstrate how the association will aim to represent its members and the community of 

Fetcham through influence, engagement and contribution with the relevant organisations 

and agencies.  

Principle objectives are to establish the FRA as a Key Stakeholder to the Highways 
Authority and work with them and others to achieve and maintain Safe and Fit for Purpose 
Roads, and Encourage Greener methods of travel.  
 
In line with this fresh approach, the FRA is currently attempting to establish a dialogue with 
SCC to engage in a community led approach to resolving the issue of Footpath 16. 
Supposed to be providing a convenient pedestrian and cycle route link between Cannon 
Grove and Mill lane, the footpath has remained underwater for far too long.     



 
OPEN SPACES 
 
During March 2020, the FRA convened a public meeting to discuss the then inclusion by 
MVDC of the Fetcham Springs land (between Raymead Way and the Mill Pond footpath) for 
development. Since then, we have been actively engaged with both SES-Water and MVDC 
to have the land removed from the Local Plan. This is now understood to have been done, 
although we await the publication of the finally proposed Mole Valley Local Plan in June to 
be sure. 
Meanwhile, local wildlife experts have helped us build a picture of the Fetcham Springs as 
area as being a precious asset, rich in biodiversity. We have established an on-going 
dialogue with SES-Water during which they have shared with us their thoughts for its use 
whilst otherwise remaining an area of natural habitat. We will continue to maintain this 
dialogue to assist in the shaping of their plans for the mutual benefit of Fetcham Residents 
and SES-Water.  
 
Partly within Fetcham’s boundaries and enjoyed by many of Fetcham’s residents, activities 
and developments within Norbury Park are closely monitored by the FRA. A number of 
issues such as carparking and litter have been highlighted on our website& social media. 
More recently, the plight of the Norbury Saw Mill has been a great concern, prompting our 
calls upon land owners SCC and lease holders Surrey Wildlife Trust for clarity about the 
reasons for closure and intentions for future use of the site. 
 
Elsewhere, the FRA has launched our own Blue Hearts Scheme to allow selected and 
approved verges to remain unmown for longer periods during each year to benefit wild 
flowers and ultimately pollinators.  
 
 
TREES 
 
Our Tree warden, assisted by volunteers and some householders, continues to keep an eye 
on young trees planted in verges to ensure that they thrive. 
Work during the last few months is now nearly complete on the recording of details of 
Fetcham’s more notable mature trees. This work will shortly become evident on our website 
under the Local Info > Fetcham Tree Trail menu tab, and also eventually by the presence 
of Identification Labels on some of the actual trees 
. 
 
Richard Bradfield 
FRA Vice Chair  
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